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Abstract

Nowadays, a new paradigm named mobile edge computing (MEC) is capable of supply-

ing some cloud-like functions at the edges of wireless networks, which enables vehicles

to offload the computation intensive tasks on MEC servers with low latency. However,

new challenges posed by the complex network environment and the mobility of vehi-

cles are usually not covered by traditional offloading schemes. To solve such problems,

we propose a heuristic task migration computation offloading (TMCO) scheme. Com-

pared with traditional ones, TMCO can dynamically choose suitable places to offload

the tasks for moving vehicles within deadline. For this purpose, the mobility of vehicle

and strict delay deadline are considered comprehensively. We use hash table to store

the number of tasks on the corresponding server and use random function to simu-

late the probability of task offloading. In terms of latency, experimental results suggest

that the performance of TMCO is on average 10% higher than that of traditional full

offloading schemes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

As Internet of Vehicles (IoV) evolves, various vehicular applications, for example, autonomous driving,1 driver-safety improvement,2 and traffic

control,3 have emerged to enhance the safety and efficiency of vehicles,4 and therefore the quality of experience (QoE) of drivers and passengers.

However, the demanding resources are often not satisfied with mobile vehicles.5,6 Such circumstances call for new solutions to handle the mounting

demands for computing and QoE. Mobile edge computing (MEC) has emerged as one of the most promising solutions that can meet the ever-growing

QoE requirements and computation demands.7-11

MEC is aimed at providing some cloud-like functions for nearby users with low latency by deploying limited computing and storage resources

close to them. With MEC, resource-hungry mobile devices (MDs) can offload delay-sensitive jobs to MEC servers for execution,12 which satisfies

the requirements of expanding computing capabilities of MDs, as well as reducing excessive delays compared with remote cloud services.

However, in the IoV environment, the differences between vehicular networks and the ordinary static scenes result in some new problems.

For example, due to the mobility of vehicle, it may drive out of MEC server’s coverage before the task is processed completely on it, which makes

it more difficult to specify an appropriate offloading scheme. In this article, let us assume that the trajectory is known of the vehicles in a fixed

area. As shown in Figure 1, area a has multiple base stations, each one covering only a limited range. Suppose that each vehicle is associated with

a task to be processed and during the task offloading phase, it can only be transferred to the server that covers it. In this fixed area, if the traffic is

dense, the multiple computational tasks are very likely processed in the same MEC server. As a consequence, the probability of task congestion and
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F I G U R E 1 Architecture of mobile edge computing system in Internet of Vehicles

queuing delay dramatically rises, leading to the reduction of users’ QoE. For sake of solving this problem, we put forward a heuristic task migration

computation offloading (TMCO) scheme. In TMCO, tasks can be computed either locally or remotely. When a task is processed remotely, a relatively

suitable server is selected to provide services. With this algorithm, we can effectively reduce the average delays of tasks.

1.2 Related work

Computation offloading is critical in MEC, which determines computation efficiency and achievable performance.13 Offloading computing tasks to

MEC servers helps to prolong the battery lifetime of MDs and improve the QoE of users.14-18

Recently, various offloading schemes that pay attention to the latency optimization have been proposed in the literature.19-23 Yang et al.19 stud-

ied the partition of computing on cloud resources and the scheduling offloading computing. In Reference 20, Sun and Ansari proposed the layout

strategy of cloudlet network. In Reference 21, Sun and Ansari reduced the average delay of tasks that arrived at the MEC server based on the Poisson

process. Mao et al. regarded the delay as a part of their measurements in Reference 22, and reduced the delay by optimizing the measurement. For

the purpose of optimizing execution delay, Jia et al. proposed a model which is used to capture the response times of offloaded tasks in Reference 23.

However, the above works don’t take the strict delay deadline into account. In view of this, there are several works focus on the issue.24,25 In

Reference 24, Chen et al. used none-cooperative game to build the model so as to achieve this objective. In the case of delay constraint, Sardellitti

et al. tried to reduce the sum of energy consumption of MDs.25 Nevertheless, the aforementioned works do not take into account the mobility of

the device.

When involving mobility in MEC, it becomes more difficult to make appropriate computing offloading scheme for low delay. There are mainly

three methods of mobility management.26 The first one is power control, the second is virtual machine (VM) migration, and the last one is path

selection. In this article, we use VM migration scheme to deal with the mobility of the vehicles. There have been a number of studies on the mobility

of MDs.27-30 Wang et al.27 provided a Q-learning based mobility management policy with partial server-side information. In Reference 28, Xu et al.

studied the partial information scenario, and they introduced service migration cost. Ding et al.29 developed different service migration strategies

depending on mobility types. In Reference 30, Sun et al. used Lyapunov to optimize the computation delay. However, the works do not consider the

appropriate offloading scheme whether the task is processed in the local or the MEC server when multiple tasks need to be processed. So they also

have their own limits.

In view of this, we propose the TMCO algorithm for IoV in the MEC with mobility consideration. In TMCO, we consider not only the mobility of

vehicles but also the strict delay deadline. By making the offloading decision for each task, the average delay of the tasks is optimized. The existing

works we have summarized are shown in Table 1.
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TA B L E 1 Comparisons between proposed algorithm and other offloading schemes

Schemes Mobility Deadline Objective(s)

Sun and Ansari20 Yes No Average delay

Sun and Ansari21 No No Average delay

Mao et al.22 No No Dealy and energy

Chen et al.24 No Yes Delay and energy

Sardellitti et al.25 No Yes Energy

Sun et al.30 Yes No Average delay

Task migration computation offloading Yes Yes Average delay

1.3 Contributions

Although MEC is expected to improve users’ mobile experience, it is tricky to establish a suitable task offloading model with the MEC architecture.

When the mobility is considered in computation offloading phase, the problem becomes more difficult. In this article, our aim is to reduce computing

task offloading delays during the process of vehicles’ movement. Specifically, for each task, we make an offloading decision by comparing the com-

pletion delay of the task locally and remotely. In particular, when the task is processed on the MEC server, it will migrate to different servers and the

appropriate server is selected to provide services.

The main contributions of this article are listed as follows.

• We consider the mobility of vehicles in computation offloading stage and dynamically make offloading decisions during the task offloading

process to reduce the delay.

• We strictly guarantee the deadlines of offloaded tasks compared with existing works. By taking the deadline of task into account, users’ QoE can

be improved effectively.

• We characterize the performance of TMCO, prove it can achieve an optimal offloading, and demonstrate the impact of the task deadline and the

number of MEC servers on offloading strategy by extensive experiments.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the system model. Section 3 presents the dynamic partial offloading algorithm. In

Section 4, extensive simulation experiments are done to evaluate the algorithm we proposed. Section 5 concludes the article and mentions our

future work.

2 SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this part, our system model and corresponding optimization problem are formally formulated. The definitions of the notations used in this article

are summarized in Table 2.

2.1 Architecture model

In Figure 1, there is a known area a with multiple deployed base stations and each base station deploys a MEC server responsible for the provision

of services for nearby vehicles. Denote M as the number of MEC servers and  = {1,2, … ,M} as the corresponding server set.

Suppose there are multiple vehicles moving in area a, and each vehicle has a task to be processed. Denote N as the number of vehicles and

 = {1,2, … ,N} as the corresponding task set. In the rest of this article,  is used to indicate the sets of vehicles and tasks interchangeably. In

this work, we know the trajectory of the vehicles in area a. Therefore, if a task is processed remotely, it will be first transmitted to a base station and

then migrated to different servers that can provide services within the deadlines and the completion delays are compared in each server. Finally, the

server with the least completion is selected as the work server.

2.2 System model

Let the parameter 𝜇 indicate whether the task is executed on the MEC server. Therefore, 𝜇 can only take two values, 0 (not offload to) and 1 (offload

to). For each computation task n, we use a three tuple ⟨𝜆n, 𝛾n, dn⟩ to describe it, where 𝜆n (in bit) is the amount of input data for n, 𝛾n (CPU cycles/bit)

indicates how many CPU cycles needed to calculate one bit of input data, and dn is the deadline for task n.
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TA B L E 2 Mathematical symbols

Notation Definition

M Number of MEC servers

N Number of tasks

𝜇 Offloading decision

𝜆n Input data size

𝛾n CPU cycles in bits

dn Deadline of tasks

fl
n Local calculation frequency

fc
m MEC capacity

Dl
n Local execution delay

𝜎m Noise power

Hn,m Channel gain

pn Power bound

B Bandwidth

Rm
n Data rate

Dt(n,m) Transmission delay

De
n Remote execution delay

mn The server that provides services finally

𝜏m Number of tasks offloaded to server m

nm Task execution sequence

hn Handover cost

H One-time handover cost

(n) Serving MEC servers for task n

Sn Start time

Cn Completion time

Dn Total delay

Tm
num Number of tasks in server m

Dq(n,m) Queue delay

𝜒 Random waiting probability

Em
n Total execution time

Tm Task migration rate

Abbreviation: MEC, mobile edge computing.

2.2.1 Local computing

Denote fl
n as the clock frequency of the vehicle executing task n. Here, different tasks are allowed to have different clock frequency. We obtain the

execution delay in local as

Dl
n = 𝜆n𝛾n

fl
n

. (1)

2.2.2 Remote computing

Before executing tasks at edge servers, the task should be transmitted to the base stations. Suppose that task n is offloaded to the base station

m ∈ , and the power consumption for transmitting the input data of task n is denoted as pn. Then the achievable rate of task n to base station m

can be expressed as
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Rn,m = B log2

(
1 +

pnHn,m

𝜎m

)
, (2)

where Hn,m is the channel gain between the vehicle and base station. 𝜎m is the white noise power level, B is the channel bandwidth. Then we can get

that the transmission delay is

Dt(n,m) = 𝜆n

Rn,m
. (3)

Denote fc
m as the clock frequency of the MEC server m, and mn ∈  is the server that provide services finally. Then the execution time is given by

De
n = 𝜆n𝛾n

fc
mn

. (4)

2.2.3 Handover and migration cost

Due to the mobility of the vehicle, task n may not be processed in the MEC server that is originally offloaded, that is, we should consider the problem

of the migration of servers. When the task is not processed in the initial MEC server, there will be additional delay costs because of task handover

process and computation migration. Denote H as the one-time handover cost for task n. As mentioned above, task n is finally processed on the MEC

server mn. We assume that the task passes through mnum servers from start to finish in total. Denote(n) = (m1
n ,m2

n , … ,mmnum
n ),(n) ⊆  is the set

of serving MEC servers for task n. Then we can get the overall handover cost for task n, that is

hn = H
mnum∑
p=2

Π{mp
n ≠ mp−1

n }, (5)

where

Π{x} =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

1, x is true;

0, otherwise.
(6)

Let 𝜏m be the number of tasks which are offloaded to MEC server m, and nm = (nm
1
, nm

2
, … , nm

𝜏m
)(nm

1
, nm

2
, … , nm

𝜏m
∈  ) be the task execution

sequence in server m, which satisfies Dt(nm
1
,m) ⩽ Dt(nm

2
,m) ⩽ … ⩽ Dt(nm

𝜏m
,m), that is, each MEC server maintains a first-in-first-out queue to cache

waiting tasks and adopts the first-come-first-served queuing discipline for arrival tasks. Then, the start time of task n can be represented as

Snm
l
=
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

Dt(nm
l
,m) + hnm

l
, if l = 1;

max{Dt(nm
l
,m) + hnm

l
,Cnm

l−1
}, if l > 1,

(7)

where Cnm
l−1

is the completion time of the previous task, and the completion time of task n can be expressed as

Cn = Sn + De
n. (8)

It is assumed that the sizes of result datas are small, so the feedback delays are ignored.

2.3 Problem formulation

Though the above analysis, the delay of task n can be calculated as

Dn = min{Dl
n,Cn}. (9)

In area a, there are multiple vehicles and each vehicle is associated with a task. Some tasks of them are executed in MEC servers but others in

the local. As mentioned above, we use the parameter 𝜇 to decide the offloading decision for each task. Here, denote the vector Φn = (𝜇1, 𝜇2, … , 𝜇n)
as the offloading strategy of all tasks, in which the value of each variable is the integer zero or the integer one. In this work, we need to find a suitable
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Φn to optimize the average delay of all tasks when resources and vehicle mobility are limited. The problem is formally described in mathematical as

follows:

P ∶ minimize
1
N

N∑
n=1

Dn, (10)

s.t.Dn ⩽ dn, (11)

(n) ⊆ , 𝜇n ∈ {0,1}. (12)

Constrain (11) indicates that task n must be completed before its deadline, and constrain (12) indicates that the worker server is in the area a

and the value range of parameter 𝜇.

3 ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

Based on the formulation analysis of the problem P, this article proposes TMCO algorithm to the problem P above. The pith idea of the TMCO

algorithm is to diminish the average delay of task completion through making appropriate offloading decisions for each task. In this section, our

algorithm is analyzed.

3.1 Problem analysis

For task n, the process of computing in the local is expressed as process(a)and in the server as process(b). As shown in Figure 2, the dotted line indicates

that task n is processed locally by on-board equipment, and the solid line represents the processing process of the task in the servers. In process(a),
task n is finally processed in the local, which is relatively simple to compute the completion delay because there is no task migration. However, In

process(b), the process of task execution becomes more complex. Suppose that base stations 1–4 all can serve task n. Initially, task n is offloaded to

base station, after a series of migrations, it is finally processed in the base station 4, which is the most optimal server for task n compared with other

servers.

In this article, since the moving track of the vehicle is known, we can determine which MEC servers the task can migrate to.

F I G U R E 2 Task processing locally or remotely
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Our goal is to find the suitable offloading scheme for each task. In the initial state, let each value in Φn be zero, that is, 𝜇1 = 𝜇2 = … = 𝜇n = 0.

We use hash table to describe the servers, denote the two-tuples of parameters ⟨m, Tm
num⟩ as the server’s state, where m is the unique identifier of

the MEC server m and Tm
num is the number of tasks in m. In the initial state, Tm

num = 0, which means that when the first task is offloaded to the MEC

server, it does not need to queue.

The two-tuples ⟨m, Tm
num⟩ changes dynamically with the offloading of the tasks. Specifically, only when a task is determined to be executed on a

server, the number of tasks on the server will increase, that is, if a task is eventually processed in the server m, the corresponding Tm
num increases by

one, the current Tm
num can be expressed as Tm

num = Tm
num + 1.

Due to the mobility of vehicles, when a task is offloaded to the server during task migration, we cannot determine how many tasks are waiting

to be executed before it. Therefore, we use a random parameter 𝜒 to indicate the probability of waiting for a task to be offloaded to a server. Then

we can get that the queue delay of task n in MEC server m is

Dq(n,m) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, Tm
num = 0;

𝜒De
nm

1

, Tm
num = 1;

𝜒De
nm

1

+
Tm

num∑
l=2

De
nm

l
, Tm

num > 1,

(13)

where 𝜒 ∈ [0,1]. Due to the uncertainty of task execution, in our article, we use random function to generate the value of 𝜒 .

Hash table. It is a data structure that can be accessed directly according to the key value. Specifically, it can access records by mapping key value

to a location in the table, thus speeding up the search. In the hash table, the value of key cannot be repeated. In our work, we use the data structure

to store the unique identifier of MEC server and the number of tasks executed in the server.

Random function. It can generate random numbers between zero and one. In this work, we use it to randomly generate the implementation

progress of task in the MEC server. When the number zero is generated, it means that the task has not yet started to execute and when the number

one is generated, it means that the task has been completed. Denote the parameter 𝜁 as the number randomly generated by random function, then

the 𝜒 can be expressed as 𝜒 = 1 − 𝜁 .

After the above calculation, we are able to get the execution delay of task in different MEC servers under the current situation. Then we need

to choose the most optimal server as the one to provide services. Assume that Ma is a matrix of order one times m, in which each location stores the

execution time Em
n of the task in the corresponding server. As mentioned in section 2.2.2, the server mn is the one that provide services finally. Then

we have

Emn
n = 1

/‖‖‖‖‖‖‖
1

hn + Dq(n,m) + 𝜆n𝛾n

fc
m

‖‖‖‖‖‖‖1

, (14)

where ||||1 indicates 1-norm of the matrix Ma and  represents the reciprocal of the task’s execution time in the server.

When the task is processed locally, from Equation (1), we can get the completion delay for task n in the on-board equipment local is Dl
n = 𝜆n𝛾n

fl
n

.

When processing in the server mn, the completion delay of the task is given by

Cn = Sn + De
n

= Dt(n,mn) + Emn
n

= 𝜆n

Rn,mn

+ 1

/‖‖‖‖‖‖‖
1

hn + Dq(n,m) + 𝜆n𝛾n

fc
m

‖‖‖‖‖‖‖1

. (15)

Through the above calculation results, we can get the offloading decision as follows:

𝜇n =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

1, Dl
n ⩾ Cn;

0, Dl
n < Cn.

(16)

For every task, repeat the above steps. Then we can get the offloading scheme of all tasks in area a, the average completion delay of them can

be given by Daverage = 1

N

∑N
n=1Dn.

In this work, we use task migration rate to indicate the proportion of tasks offloaded to the MEC server. Denote the parameter count as the

number of the tasks offloaded to the MEC server. In the initial state, let count = 0. In the calculation process, if task is processed in the MEC server

finally, the variable count plus one, that is, count ← count + 1. Then, we can get the task migration rate is Tm = 1

N
count.
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3.2 Task migration computation offloading

The TMCO algorithm is based on the idea of task migration. When there are many tasks waiting to be executed on a server, the queuing delay will be

greatly increased, leading to the reduction of users’ QoE. Therefore, we propose TMCO algorithm. In the TMCO, the task can be processed in the

local or server, when it is computed in the MEC server, it will choose the one that takes the least time as the service server. Though this algorithm,

we can find out a vector of optimal offloading strategies, which can reduce the average delay of all tasks effectively.

In TMCO, we first use an array to represent the offload status of the tasks, which stores Boolean values. Value 0 represents that the task is

processed in the local, and value 1 represents that the task is processed in the MEC server. In the initial state, we make all values in this array be zero.

In the following process, update the array according to calculation results. For the server, we use a hash table to represent how many computing tasks

are on a particular server. The key-value pair represents the server identity name and the number of tasks calculated on it, respectively. Whenever

a task is executed on it, the number of tasks on the corresponding server is need to add one. When a task is migrated to a server for execution,

take a parameter 𝜒 between zero and one to indicate the completion progress of the task in the server. Then, the queue delay of the current task is

calculated according to the parameter 𝜒 .

Through the above series of calculations, we can get the minimum delay of task execution in server, and then we compare it with the local execu-

tion delay. If the task takes less time locally, the value of the task in the offloading policy array is unchanged and remains zero. Conversely, the value

in the array is updated to one. The detailed algorithm steps are shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. TMCO algorithm

Require: 𝜆n, 𝛾n, dn, fl
n, B, pn, Hn,m, 𝜎m, fc

m, Hm;

Ensure: Φn, average completion delay of tasks, and task migration rate;

1: for each task n ∈ N do

2: 𝜇n ← 0;

3: end for

4: for each MEC server m ∈ M do

5: Tm
num ← 0;

6: end for

7: for n ⩽ N do

8: for m ⩽ M do

9: /*Completion delay in the local*/

10: Dl
n ←

𝜆n𝛾n

fl
n

;

11: /*Completion delay in the MEC server*/

12: Cn ← Dt(n,m) + Emn
n ;

13: Dn ← min{Dl
n,Cn};

14: end for

15: /*Choose the server mn that takes the least time.*/

16: Tmn
num ← Tmn

num + 1;

17: end for

18: for n ⩽ N do

19: /*Total delay*/

20: Dall ← 0;

21: Dall ← Dall + Dn;

22: count ← 0;

23: if 𝜇n = 1 then

24: count ← count + 1;

25: end if

26: /*Compute the average delay of all tasks*/

27: Daverage ←
1
N

Dall;

28: /*Compute the task migration rate*/

29: Tm ←
1
N

count;

30: end for
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3.3 Complexity

In this section, time complexity of TMCO algorithm is presented. Through Algorithm 1, we need to initialize the value of 𝜇, which requires time

complexity Θ(N) (Steps 1–3). M is the number of MEC servers, we need to set the initial number of tasks on each MEC server to zero, which takes

time Θ(M) (Steps 4–6). In the third loop (Steps 7–17), for each task, we need to dynamically compare the current state of each server and the local

computing time to choose where the task is executed. Hence, this loop takes time Θ(NM). Finally, in Steps 18–30, according to the execution status

of each task, we calculate the average delay of all tasks and task migration rate, which tasks time Θ(N). Base on above analysis, we can get the time

complexity of TMCO algorithm is Θ(N + M + NM + N).

4 EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS

In this section, simulation results are carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of the TMCO algorithm and the performance of it is evaluated.

In our work, we consider the way to optimize the average delay in the process of moving tasks in a known area. The moving tasks can be computed

in the local or server. So, the following two schemes are chosen as comparison algorithms. One is to consider that all tasks are executed locally, and

in this case, vehicles have no impact on task processing. This scheme is named local offloading process (LOP) algorithm. The other is to consider

processing all tasks in the MEC server, under this circumstances, the migration of tasks is still thought about but tasks are not allowed to be processed

locally, and this scheme is named full offloading (FO) algorithm.

4.1 Parameter setup

In the simulation experiments, we observe the results by adjusting N and M. As Table 3 shows, the number of tasks ranges from 100 to 1000. The

number of MEC servers ranges from 1 to 100. The input data size of a computing task is between 100 and 500 kb, its execution request is selected

from [500,1500] cycles/bit, and its deadline is varied from 5 to 20 s. The local calculation frequency is fixed as 0.1 GHz. Denote a value in the set

{0.5,0.6, … ,1.0} GHz31 as the CPU frequency (fc
m) for each MEC server. The noise power (𝜎m) is denoted as 10−9 W,20 and the channel gain (Hn,m)

is 10−7. The power bound (pn) is 1 W, and the channel bandwidth B is set to 1 MHz.32

4.2 Comparison results

The relationship between the average delay of task completion and the number of tasks and servers is shown in Figure 3. As seen in this figure, with

the growth of the tasks, the average completion delay of tasks do not change with the use of LOP algorithm, but will increase by using the other two

schemes. This is because in this work, we considered that when the same task is being calculated, the local computing frequency is fixed. And while

TA B L E 3 System parameters

System parameters Varied range

Number of tasks (N) [100, 1000]

Number of MEC servers (M) [1, 100]

Input data size (𝜆n) [100, 500] kb

Execution request (𝛾n) [500, 1500] cycles/bit

Deadline of tasks (dn) [5, 20] s

Local calculation frequency 0.1 GHz

MEC capacity (fc
m) {0.5, 0.6, … , 1.0} GHz

Noise power (𝜎m) 10−9 W

Channel gain (Hn,m) 10−7

Power bound(pn) 1 W

Bandwidth (B) 1 MHz

Abbreviation: MEC, mobile edge computing.
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F I G U R E 3 Average delay of all tasks

F I G U R E 4 Success rate of task processing
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the task is offloaded to the server for remote execution, because the number of MEC servers is fixed, the more the number of tasks is, the longer the

queue delay of subsequent tasks, the greater the average completion delay of the task.

By comparing the four subfigures (A)–(D) in Figure 3, it can be seen that when there are only two servers, with the increase of the tasks,

the average of the FO scheme is much higher than that of the other two schemes, but with the increase of servers, FO scheme takes less aver-

age completion delay, LOP becomes the most time-consuming scheme among the three schemes. The reason is that when the number of servers

is too small, if all tasks are executed on the server, as the number of tasks grows, the queuing delay of tasks to be executed will greatly increase,

thereby increasing the average completion delay of all tasks. As the number of servers increases, more servers can choose to be offloaded, and

the queuing delay is greatly reduced. At this time, the average completion delay of all tasks in scheme TMCO and FO is much lower than that in

scheme LOP.

It can be seen that the success rate of task processing between the proposed algorithm and FO algorithm under different deadlines is compared

in Figure 4. In this work, we suppose that all tasks can be successfully processed in the local process. Hence, in the figures, we do not draw the result

of LOP algorithm. By comparing the four graphs (A)–(D) in Figure 4, we know that TMCO can always handle all tasks successfully. As for FO algorithm,

with the increase of tasks, the success rate of task processing reduces, which is due to the increased queuing delay of tasks on each server. When

the number of tasks is the same, the larger the deadline, the greater the success rate of task processing. In addition, FO algorithm can even achieve

the same success rate as TMCO under the case of a small amount of input data and a long deadline.

Figure 5 shows the task migration rate of three schemes mentioned above. It is manifest from the figure that the task migration rate of LOP

and FO are 0% and 100%, respectively. For TMCO algorithm, as the number of tasks grows, the task mobility decreases. This is because while the

number of servers is fixed, the more the number of tasks, the longer the queuing delay, thus increasing the average completion delay of all tasks. In

the TMCO algorithm, we always choose the best place to process tasks, so the task migration rate is reduced.

Figure 6 shows the relationship between task migration rate and the number of tasks and servers. It is observed that along with the number

of MEC servers increases, the task migration rate reduces. The reason for this has mentioned above, so we do not repeat it here. In addition, as the

number of MEC servers increases, the decline of task migration rate is more and more gentle. The reason is that computing capabilities of the server

is far greater than that of the local vehicle. When there are enough MEC servers to provide task-execution services, tasks will be preferentially

executed on the server.

F I G U R E 5 Task migration rate of three schemes

F I G U R E 6 Relationship between task migration rate and the number of tasks and servers
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5 CONCLUSIONS

MEC technology has become increasingly significant in our daily life and work with the growing demand of reducing computing delay. Our research

focuses on the issue of computing offloading scheme with low latency under the case of mobility management and strict deadline in the MEC-based

IoV. By dynamically adjusting the offloading strategy of computing tasks, we can choose to process them in the local or edge servers. Finally, an

appropriate set of offloading strategies can be selected for all tasks. Compared with traditional task offloading schemes, experiment results show

that the algorithm proposed in this article has a good performance improvement in delay consumption. In the future, we will study in depth the

scenarios that the number of servers and network conditions are unknown.
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